Introduction
Belgium, the Netherlands and Poland, but also in Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom (Klimczak 2014) . Such works, which will be denoted here the 'European' feature, combine well-honed narrative structure or dramaturgy, storytelling through sound 'scenes' and melded sounds; overall, they show a strong authorial choreography of content or individual producer style comparable to that associated with a film director. Madsen (2013: 130) It is sometimes made by journalists, who regard it as a form of extended current-affairs reportage. Yet it is also practised by producers who have more aesthetic concerns, who might stress the creative dimensions of the form, who will look for reality in less informational ways and through the expressive or dramatic dimensions of a programme. (2009: 220) The term 'radio documentary' evokes a less fluid, more factual format in the United States, where from 1970, National Public Radio (NPR) inherited the genre (Hilmes 2013: 53) . Its more turgid, educational associations via the early years of US public radio led audio producer and author John Biewen to describe the form as 'sonic brussels sprouts ' (Biewen and Dilworth 2010: 3) . To complicate nomenclature further, British producers such as Alan Hall and Seán Street describe a hybrid they call the 'documentary feature'. For Hall, this is a sound-rich work based on 'an "art" that exists in linear time, occupying a territory that lies somewhere between the concert hall and the cinema ' (2010: 101) . Street suggests that the 'documentary feature' is distinguished by the personal mediation by the producer of content, a quality that in one sense links back to the authored 'European' feature:
On one level the term documentary implies something born out of a formal news-based journalism rather than an impressionistic sound world which plays with facts rather than documenting them. A documentary feature 'documents' the feature-maker's journey in coming to terms with what he or she is trying to do or say. So it is not a document of the reality -the subject -necessarily, it is a document of the maker as they try to find their way through it. (2014: 5) Seen through an American lens, this placing of the producer at the heart of the programme to personalize the narrative is easily recognized. As is well known, TAL began in 1995 when founder Ira Glass sought a way to create a more vernacular, narrative-driven, tightly mixed and host-led form of journalism than the rigid parameters of NPR in the United States then permitted (Hilmes 2013: 53) . TAL and its public radio kindred spirit Radiolab (2002-present) have influenced a whole new generation of audio storytellers, both in and outside the United States (Lindgren 2014; Lindgren and McHugh 2013 
Methodology: Industry discussion
Five figures in the contemporary podcasting/ public broadcasting/audio storytelling landscape, from the United States, United Kingdom, Germany and Australia, were invited to comment on a range of topics as headlined, related to the impact of podcasting on the audio storytelling genre. They were selected because each plays a significant role in the podcast/broadcast ecology, as described below. All serve on the editorial board of the online journal, RadioDoc Review (2016) , which is developing in-depth critical analysis of the audio feature and storytelling formats discussed in this article, and of which the author is founding editor. The term 'podcast' was used to refer to podcasts of the audio storytelling genre, interpreted as covering a spectrum from the 'American' style epitomized by TAL to the 'European' feature. The Topic: Is podcasting 'just' time-shifted radio, or is a distinct genre emerging?
In broad terms, all five industry figures felt that podcasting was a different creature from radio, but unpicking how this manifests is not straightforward:
I think the idea of podcasting is interpreted often as more casual, less rigorous [than radio]; in terms of craft, it's talkier. But on the other hand it can be braver and more playful and more experimental. So I think there is a liability to this concept that podcasting is different and there also is a real reward […] podcasting doesn't have to be different but I think makers do feel a little bit more liberty with the form, thinking of themselves as podcasters versus radio producers. (Shapiro 2016) As a point of interest, Shapiro's reference to 'talkier' can also allude to a popular podcast format she calls a 'chumcast', in which two or more hosts riff off each other, chatting in a casual or rambunctious manner around a theme, making the listener feel included in a private no-holds-barred conversation. The fact that a podcaster can and will turn you off or flick to another podcast or fast forward within your podcast at any moment is challenging.
With radio, people are more likely to stick with something because there is more effort involved in leaning over and changing the station and also there is usually nothing else on offer that the person wants to listen to right at that moment. Because of this change I feel every minute of a story now counts and must be engaging […] The counter argument to this is that because people have gone to an effort to choose the podcast, they are more likely to stick with it because they know and trust the brand and have invested a little more in it. (2016b) Taranto (2016a) notes that only 10 per cent of the listens to her RN feature programmes are via podcast. Her team is experimenting to see if they can make the broadcast version more podcast-friendly:
For radio you are talking into the space of a room or a car -you need to fill that space with your voice. For a podcast you are talking into an ear canal -it's a smaller space so you must be more familiar and relaxed. Over the last 10 years we have definitely moved closer to the American style, telling more personal stories and using engaging writing from the storyteller to tell that story. There is a simplicity and intimacy in that style which makes it easy to listen to; it's a kind of hand-holding of the listener and to be honest on a weekend when I'm wanting to be entertained and not challenged I often prefer this style -TAL are masters of it. At its best it can be moving and entertaining, involving a relaxed, familiar way of talking to the audience. At its worst it's bossy, manipulative of the interviewees and indulgent.
Topic: How is podcasting changing what is produced and who is producing it
As EP of Boston-based Radiotopia, Julie Shapiro is at the epicentre of emerging independent audio storytellers. She believes the last two years have seen the evolution of the hobbyist into the professional podcaster.
Everything is in hyper-speed evolution […] I hear about new podcasts every week if not every day. I get pitched every day if not multiple times a day […] it's like a frenzy out there […] But you know there's also a kind of glut […] and being like The Next Big Thing -very quickly it's the Next Next Big Thing that's grabbing a moment of attention and at the top of everyone's lists.
There's a lot of unoriginal work that's celebrated because it's brand new […] We're really keeping an ear out for original fresh content. And I feel like that's kind of the hallmark of what Radiotopia has always been aboutcontent that makes its mark in its own way -it's provocative or challenging or generally in a positive way impactful. Deeply personal work -there isn't a ton of that out there. (Shapiro 2016) Biewen's podcast series tend to be shorter duration (seventeen to 32mins), whereas the 'European' feature often runs to a full 60 minutes. Taranto (2016b) It's very personal in a way that hosts are really forming relationships in new ways with their listeners. It is also a very case-by-case basis. Because a lot of the podcasters who I talk with really hope to be featured on radio shows and that often feels like a gateway to legitimacy -having that leg up.
[…] While at the same time the truth of the matter is that audiences Beyond Public Radio are vast and that's what's very exciting to me. We're not operating in the same public media bubble that we always had been. I mean a lot of what we do is still geared towards those audiences and I certainly value them tremendously but the really exciting thing is that the field can grow. Literally grow, in ways that it can't on just the broadcast radio. There are principles that podcasters came to the network with. There's also a sense that, like, you do what you're comfortable doing so you can continue to do your art.
But is it art, or journalism? That is another grey area in contemporary podcast audio storytelling. If the latter, the legacy of public radio weighs heavily. Jay Allison, a revered figure who has been at the heart of US public radio for four decades, has expressed strong misgivings about podcasting's blurring of lines between content and paid copy: 'It messes with their [podcasters'] identities. Public radio has incubated human-scale sensibilities that are honest and real and even good-hearted. Advertisers are trading on this' (Allison 2015). Allison's remarks came in response to a furore that erupted after Ira Glass, the other guru of American public radio, stated that 'Public radio is ready for capitalism' (Adage 2015). One post-public radio podcast network, Gimlet Media, has embraced advertising with gusto, creating lucrative customized slots performed by hosts (Quirk 2015:38) . Shapiro (2016) No one loves it. Listeners don't love hearing it. Podcasters don't love talking about companies before they start, but I think there's a real sense that like this is the reality. And this is how we make it work and it's actually working great.
Topic: How will podcast-first content compete with public broadcasters' programming?
The impetus of needing to raise revenue sets the US podcasting world apart from regions with older, robust public service broadcasters, such as Europe, Canada and Australia. Although many public broadcasting organizations face funding cuts, they are still well established on the media landscape. This makes podcasting more of a niche activity in the United Kingdom, according to Hall:
Stand-out US shows like Radiolab, 99% [Invisible] , Love+Radio, Mystery Show (whether radio-originated or podcasts) are good despite -rather than because of -the climate for public radio in America. They've been passionprojects propelled forward on the most part by individuals, not funding structures or inspired commissioners. Whereas in the UK and much of Europe, broadcasting quality is high and still reasonably well funded -so, why would we need to invent a hobby like podcasting? ! (2016) Hall believes that the advertising content prominent on many US podcasts would not be acceptable to British listeners who are accustomed to quality, free programming, a view shared by radio critic Kate Chisholm (2016) Until there's a funding model to compete with public radio commissioning, UK podcasting will remain the preserve of the amateur enthusiast, the self-supporting celebrity and the BBC's radio shows. For any new network or platform to succeed professionally long-term, it'll have to address not content issues (durations, topics, voices) but revenue collection.
But does that mean that feature producers elsewhere are largely ceding the potential that podcasting might hold as a new creative genre to the United States? Not necessarily. In Germany, home-produced podcasts of the audio feature type are overwhelmingly repeat downloads of broadcast content, with access restricted to between a week and a year. Rosin believes that 'complex choreographed audio storytelling will survive, but I am not so sure about the working conditions for that'.
There is no thriving freelance German podcast storytelling scene such as in the United States and Rosin observes that those locally produced works that go podcast-first, generation of younger producers, while still largely hobbyist, is hovering in the wings. Taranto (2016b) believes that audio storytelling podcasts hold great promise as emerging cultural artefacts.
It is inevitable that increasingly people will listen to more podcasts and less radio -this time-shifting has happened almost overnight in television and audio is bound to follow. […] People are clearly making time in their lives to listen to audio and so hopefully they will be prepared to be challenged in that time they've set aside, rather than being spoon-fed a consistent but predictable style of storytelling.
Conclusion
Based on the insights of five senior industry figures, this article has identified that 'podcasting' has come to mean much more than just a delivery mode for audio content. The term 'podcasting' functionally describes both the production and consumption of podcast content, which can be of infinite variety. In the podcast niche of audio storytelling, there is consensus that the American narrative style, described variously as 'hand-held', 'spoon-fed' and 'host-driven', is exerting a strong influence globally and undermining the popularity of the older 'European' or poetic style of crafted audio feature. Low-cost 'chumcasts' are a growing format, with potential to cater to minority groups. Regions with strong public broadcasting sectors lag in producing podcast-first formats. The US audio storytelling podcast sector is growing fast, and much of it has links to a public media ethos, but how to resource it without compromising its editorial independence remains unresolved.
